RETURN TO CAMPUS PHASE 1
EFFECTIVE MAY 18TH – JUNE 5TH, UNLESS EXTENDED

25% or fewer critical personnel as necessary to accomplish the functions below while maintaining current CDC physical distancing protocols.

Campus is closed; only essential personnel are allowed to access campus with permission of the applicable Vice Chancellor

TRIGGERS

• Stay at home order lifted as of May 15th, 2020
• Presidential directive

KEY FACTORS DRIVING PHASE 1

• Follows all CDC, state, and regional guidelines
• Returns employees to work slowly and safely
• Mitigates the risk of resurgence
• Protects the most vulnerable
• All units should be prepared to adjust, including returning to a remote work environment, if the situation changes

PERSONNEL INCLUDED IN PHASE 1

Aside from essential personnel on campus, only other critical employees specifically approved by the applicable Vice-Chancellor may return to campus

Employees must maintain physical distancing and proper hygiene:

• Wash hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds
• Use hand sanitizer, at least 60% alcohol, if soap and water are unavailable
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands
• Wear face coverings when the job or circumstances put you within 6 feet of others
• Increase frequency of cleaning; strictly follow LSU’s COVID-19 disinfection protocols

If sick, stay home

Physical distancing and personal hygiene regulations apply

LSUS will strictly adhere to CDC guidelines for confirmed or suspected cases/contacts

Anyone who has been exposed to COVID-19 must:

• Stay home
• Notify Human Resources of exposure
• Be cleared for return to campus

Any concerns regarding returning to campus should be directed to your immediate supervisor.
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GOALS

- Focus on critical, essential work that is most effectively accomplished on-campus, not remotely

OVERVIEW

- Limited access to buildings; most buildings/offices remain closed
- Physical distancing maintained
- Gathering spots closed
- All university sponsored activities will be virtual
- Footprint on campus will still be limited
- If you are currently able to work from home, it is highly likely you will continue to do so for the immediate future (you will be notified if you are to return to work during any phase)
- Face coverings must be worn by employees when the job or circumstances places them within six feet of someone

Office Environments

- Telework still mandatory for non-critical personnel
- Stagger work days (MWF/TTH) for critical personnel in-office work
- Meetings should continue remotely whenever possible via video or tele-conferencing and in-person meetings must adhere to physical distancing protocols and shall consist of no more than ten participants
- Limit sharing of office supplies and equipment such as computers, pens, staplers, etc.; if sharing is essential, all items should be disinfected before and after use by the employee/department

Instruction/Faculty

- Online classes only
- Faculty continue to provide online instruction from place of residence

Research, Labs and Studios

- Noel Memorial Library remains closed; access online
- Teaching labs remain closed
- Studio labs remain closed
- Most research labs remain closed

Special Facilities

- University Center (UC) Campus Computer Lab remains closed; access online
- Student Success Center remains closed; access online
- Veterans Resource Center remains closed; access online
- H&PE Building remains closed
- University Center and Barnes & Noble Bookstore remain closed to users

Pilots Pointe Apartments

- Current status and operations remain unchanged

Dining

- Operations of The Port suspended until start of fall semester

Camps and Events

- All on-campus camps and events are cancelled at least through July

LSUS will initiate additional phases when stay-at-home orders are lifted further or modified and an LSU presidential directive is given.

Any concerns regarding returning to campus should be directed to your immediate supervisor.
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